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ABSTRACT
When a halftone pattern is placed over a round measuring aper
ture, the per cent area of the aperture covered by the dots is not
necessarily the same as the per cent dot area of the halftone pattern.
This causes an error in per cent dot area measurement. Two methods
are presented that permit the calculation of this error for different
apertures and screen rulings. The first method uses a large matrix
to represent the spatial relationships; the second one uses mathema
tical equations to determine the error. The results from both methods
are identical. The relation between maximum error of measurement
versus screen ruling for a given aperture is a very complex one due
to the interference between aperture size and screen ruling. It is
therefore best represented by graphs.
Appendix C contains a set of 29 graphs that show the maximum
measuring error for a variety of common apertures and screen rul
ings. For these calculations, the assumption is made that the maxi
mum error occurs with a 50% checkerboard dot pattern. The equations
could be adapted to calculate the error for round dots of any dot
area, but this was not done during the course of the present work.
In general, one can conclude that for commercial work, where
an accuracy of plus or minus one per cent is adequate, a three milli
meter aperture is sufficient for a screen ruling as coarse as 75 lines
per inch (30 1/cm.) and a two millimeter aperture is adequate for
110 lines per inch (44 1/cm.). If however a laboratory grade dot area
meter is used that has a resolution of 0.1% dot area, then even a
five millimeter aperture is not enough for a 150 lines per inch (60
1/cm.) halftone. The following table lists a simple equation and a
Vlll
few constants that permit the calculation of the smallest aperture for
a given screen ruling and a specified maximum measuring error:
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I. INTRODUCTION
When a halftone pattern is placed over a round measuring aper
ture, the per cent area of the aperture covered by the dots is not
necessarily the same as the per cent dot area of the halftone pattern.
This can be easily seen in the extreme case where the dots are larger
than the aperture. Then it is possible that the measured dot area is
anywhere from zero to one hundred per cent while the correct dot area
should perhaps be fifty per cent. In general, the larger the aperture
relative to the size of the dots, the smaller the possible measurement
error. Therefore, the following main question arises: What is the
smallest aperture that can be used for a given screen ruling, so that
a specified measurement error due to this effect is not exceeded?
Considering this problem, the following questions follow: 1. Is there
a position of the dot pattern relative to the aperture where the maxi
mum error occurs? 2. Is there also a position at which the error is
zero? 3. Is there an interaction between screen ruling and aperture
size such that there is no error regardless of position?
With the help of Figure 1 we can give some intuitive answers
to these questions. Only a checkerboard dot pattern is considered.
Figures la. lb. 1c
Different positions of center of aperture over area of one dot.
Question two is the easiest to answer and is represented in Figure
la. As long as the center of the aperture falls on a boundary between
a black and a white dot, the measurement error has to be zero, be
cause the dark areas have an exactly corresponding clear area, and
both compensate for one another. From this follows the answer to
question one: The farther the center of the aperture is away from
the boundary of a dark and clear dot, the larger becomes the possi
ble error since there is no longer a symmetry between dark and clear
areas. When the center of the aperture coincides with the center of
a dot, the possible error is at its maximum. The error can be positive
or negative, depending whether a clear or black dot is at the center
of the aperture, and also depending on the size relationship between
dots and aperture . This situation is demonstrated in Figure lb . In
this case, the area covered by the white dots is 41% and by the black
dots is 59%. The answer to question three follows from the answer
to question two, and is represented by Figure lc. If the aperture
in Figure lb is gradually made smaller, the clear areas of the dot
pattern lose less area than the dark areas. Since at first, in Figure
lb, the black area is larger than the clear area, there must come
a point, as the aperture shrinks, when the dark area is the same
as the clear area. This point is reached in Figure lc. It means, that
in this special case, the error is zero when either the boundary of
the dot or the center of the dot are placed on the center of the aper
ture. We will have to find out what happens in between.
This simple analysis, even though it considers only a checker
board pattern, and only two extreme positions (center and edge of
dot), permits a general conclusion on what the answer to the main
question will be. Since, under practical conditions, it is not possible
to place the halftone pattern in an accurately defined position rela
tive to the aperture, it is enough to specify only the maximum pos
sible error for a given screen ruling and aperture combination. In
other words, it is not necessary to calculate the error for every
possible position, as long as it is possible to define the position at
which the maximum possible error occurs. Furthermore, the assumption
is made, that the maximum possible error occurs with a fifty per cent
dot area. Other dot areas probably show less error. Therefore, at
first, the study can be limited to a fifty per cent checkerboard dot
pattern. The first answer to the main question will therefore be in
the form of a graph that shows the relationship between the maximum
possible measurement error and the number of "dot rows per aper
ture1'. This last term is somewhat unconventional and needs to be
defined. The unit area of a halftone dot is defined as the area of
a clear and dark 50% dot taken together. The side length of a square
of unit area corresponds to the length of a diagonal of a fifty per
cent dot and also to the width of one row of dots. In this paper it
is called "L". Figure 2 shows this relationship.
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Figure 2. Definition of
"L"
and unit area
The diameter of the aperture is labelled "D". The number of
"dot rows per
aperture'1
is defined by the ratio of
"D"
divided by
"L", and will simply be called D/L in this report. In the computer
programs, it is also represented by the name DOL.
At this point we can anticipate the general shape of such a
graph (error versus D/L). In order to visualize what happens, let
us take a fifty per cent checkerboard pattern and place over it a
round apperture that changes size and becomes larger and larger.
The center of the aperture is superimposed over the center of one of
the black dots in order to maximize the measurement error. At first,
the aperture is so small that it is smaller than the black dot, and
no light is transmitted. The error is the difference between the meas
ured value (100%) and the real value (50%), which is +50%. As the
aperture grows, the error becomes smaller and reaches zero when the
condition of Figure lc is reached. While the aperture keeps growing,
the condition of Figure lb is approached and the error now takes
negative values, reaching a magnitude of less than fifty per cent.
After Figure lb, the error becomes less again and eventually reaches
zero. Thereafter it will be positive again, reaching a new peak,
which however is less in magnitude than the previous one. Observe,
that each time a new row of dots enter the aperture, a new excursion
from zero to maximum and back to zero takes place, once with posi
tive value and the next time with negative value. Each time this
happens, the amplitude will be less, since more and more area of
the aperture will be covered by symmetrical areas of black and clear
dots. The general shape of such a graph is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Error versus D/L, general presentation
This is a general graph for all aperture sizes and screen rulings.
A more specific answer to the main question will be a family of cur
ves that show the relationship of measurement error and screen ruling
for various common aperture sizes.
Specific answers to these questions are of importance especially
when dot area meters with a resolution of 0.1% dot area are used.
A literature search did not reveal any published material with such
answers. During the course of this work, two methods were developed
to investigate these relationships: first a solution was attempted
using a large matrix, and later, a mathematical equation was found
that gives the same answers as the matrix solution, but runs much
faster on the computer.
II. SOLUTION BY MATRIX SIMULATION
At the time when a solution to this problem was attempted, no
mathematical equation or model was available that could have been
used. But a feasible solution consists in representing these geometric
figures on a large matrix and then counting squares of the matrix
to determine the area of the aperture covered by the black dots. The
dot pattern can be accurately represented by the matrix, since it
consists of straight lines, but the circular aperture can only be ap
proximated. The error of approximation can be reduced by choosing
a large matrix. A Fortran computer program (DCAL$, see Appendix
A, p. 31) was therefore developed to solve the problem. The first ver
sion of the program was so slow, that even an hour of CPU time (Cen
tral Processing Unit) gave only five points on the complex curve of
Figure 3! Consequently, several shortcuts were incorporated to reduce
calculation time. For instance, the corners of the matrix outside the
aperture do not have to be counted, the same is true for a center
portion within the aperture. Especially with large apertures, relative
to the dots, there is a square or rectangle in the center of the aper
ture that does not have to be evaluated since it must have an area
of exactly fifty per cent due to the symmetry of the black and clear
dots.
To make sure that the program actually does what was inten
ded, a second version of it (DOT$, see Appendix A, p. 36), was modi
fied so that it printed out the matrix, using different symbols to
designate the various areas. Since the symbols of the printer are rec
tangular, there is a distortion of the shapes: the round aperture be
came oval, the square matrix
and the dots became rectangular.
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Matrices as they are printed by computer program D0T$
4c
Figure 4a shows the aperture with a dot pattern where the cen
ter of the aperture falls on the center of a clear dot. Figure 4b shows
the same matrix with the uncounted sections. In this case the uncoun
ted section is a square. In Figure 4c, the uncounted center had to
be a rectangle to preserve the symmetry of the clear and black dots.
Note that the uncounted center does not have to follow the outlines
of the halftone pattern, as long as its side lengths are a whole mul
tiple of one side of a dot.
Since these matrices showed no errors, the program was run
2
using a minimum matrix size of 120 . The
program adjusts the size
of the matrix and the dots automatically so that the specified D/L
ratio can be maintained to a given accuracy. The output is repro
duced in Appendix A (see Table 5, p. 39).
Figure 5 shows a section of the graph as it was plotted from
this data. The basic shape of the graph is very much as expected;
however, quite unexpected were the irregularities and even double
peaks of the excursions. Are they due to insufficient points on the
graph or was the matrix too small and therefore the errors of approx
imation too large? To find out, the peak that lies between the D/L
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2
matrix of minimum size of 400 . The shape of this peak remained quite
the same. Since no other hidden errors in the program could be
found, it was hypothesized, that these asymmetries are due to the
''ragged
edges"
of the dot pattern that forms against the round aper
ture, and that therefore these asymmetries are real. But a doubt re
mained.
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III. SOLUTION BY MATHEMATICAL EQUATION
Fortunately, by
"coincidence,"
the author learned of work done
by Dr. Mast of Gretag AG, CH 8105 Regensdorf, Switzerland. Gretag
manufactures densitometers and dot area meters, and Dr. Mast is a
mathematician working there. He has attempted to solve the same pro
blem using a completely different approach. He had been able to de
velop a mathematical model of these relationships, using a two dimen
sional Fourier series to generate the dot pattern, in combination with
a Bessel function. The author is grateful for being permitted to use
these equations to check the accuracy of the matrix solution.
These equations are explained in Appendix B (p. 43). A new
computer program was developed (MAST1$, see Apendix B p. 51). This
program ran much faster than the matrix program and therefore per
mitted a finer sampling of the curve of Figure 3. Figure 6 shows the
same section of the graph as Figure 5. The solid line is calculated
with the equations of Dr. Mast, and the circles indicate points calcu
lated by the matrix approach. As can be seen, the agreement is very
good. Except for small differences, which can easily be explained
as errors of approximation, both solutions show the same asymmetries.
This is a very satisfying result. One solution legitimizes the other
one since they operate on completely different bases. With only one
solution, a doubt as to its accuracy would always remain. Figure
7 shows a larger section of the graph.
Table 6 on pp. 62-67, lists the output from MAST1$. From this
data, a list of the peak excursions with their D/L ratios was com
piled. Then the D/L ratios were converted to specific screen rulings
for specific apertures (see Table 2 p. 21). From these numbers, Fig
ures 8a and 8b were drawn. These two figures represent the answer
11












































































































































Maximum possible error for percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone over round aperture.
(Minimum error is zero.) Curves are for
different aperture sizes in mm.
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Screen ruling: Lines per inch















































Maximum possible error for percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone over round aperture.
(Minimum error is zero.) Curves are for
different aperture sizes in mm.
.04
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Screen ruling: Lines per cm
110 120 130 140
Figure 8b. Maximum error versus screen ruling, lines per cm
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to the main question posed on page one. Figure 8a gives the screen
ruling in lines per inch, while Figure 8b gives it in lines per centi
meter. Otherwise the Figures are identical. There are five curves,
one for each aperture, of one to five millimeters in diameter. Each
curve consists of straight line connections between the absolute val
ue of each one of the peak excursions of the error. (The error can
be either negative or positive, depending on whether a clear or
black dot is at the center of the aperture.) The error between these
peaks is less than the peaks, perhaps even close to zero. But under
practical circumstances, it is impossible to take advantage of those
close to zero combinations simply because it is not practical to ad
just effective aperture size and screen ruling to the required accu
racy. For instance, consider a three millimeter aperture in combina
tion with either a screen of 133 lines per inch or one with 54 lines
per centimeter. For practical purposes, the two screens have the same
screen ruling: 133 lines per inch converts to 52.36 lines per centi
meter. But it just so happens that 133 lines per inch fall almost on
the peak of an excursion (D/L = 15-7, error = 0.38%), whereas, the
54 lines per centimeter screen just misses a zero transition (D/L =
16.2, error = 0.052%). The same kind of difference would have resul
ted if a 3.09 mm. aperture would have been used instead of the 3.0
mm. aperture. For this reason, Figure 8 shows the maximum possible
errors only. Errors cannot be larger than indicated, but they can
be as small as zero.
What is the meaning of Figure 8 for practical purposes? Actu
ally, two quite opposite
observations can be made. On the one hand,
it is quite easy to meet the
requirements of routine production work
where an accuracy of plus or minus
one per cent is adequate, since
this kind of error is not visible in the final result. A three millime
ter aperture meets this accuracy down to a screen ruling of 75 lines
per inch. On the other hand, if a laboratory grade instrument is
available that has a resolution of 0.1% dot area, large apertures are
16
needed to reduce the error to below 0.1%. A five millimeter aperture
would not be enough for a 150 lines per inch screen!
Another interesting observation: Without looking at Figure 8,
how many times larger is the error for a given screen ruling for a
one millimeter aperture than for a five millimeter aperture? (Hint:
the area of a 5 millimeter aperture is 25 times larger than the area
of a one millimeter aperture, the circumference is five times larger)
- Well, the error lies in between those numbers. It is about ten times
larger for the small aperture, and this is true for the whole range
of screen rulings!
17
IV. PROBABILITY LIMITS ON THE MAXIMUM ERROR
In the previous section, it was shown that rather large aper
tures are needed to obtain small errors when accurate measurements
are required. There are two ways to reduce the magnitude of this
problem. One is to simply take several measurements with a relatively
small aperture and average those measurements.
A second approach consists in calculating, for instance, 90%
probability limits for the error and not just indicating 100% probabil
ity limits as was done in Figure 8. The meaning of such a limit would
be that on the average, nine out of ten measurements fall below the
90% limit, and only one falls between the 90 and the 100% limit. If
the distance between these two limits is relatively large, the 90% lim
it would increase the usefulness of Figure 8 considerably.
In order to find the 90% limit for a given D/L ratio, the fol
lowing empirical method was used. The center of the aperture was
placed at regular intervals over the area of one dot. For each posi
tion, the error was calculated by TERCAL. This error was then ex
pressed in parts per thousand of the maximum error (which occurs
at the center of the dot if D/L falls on a peak excursion, as it does).
DMA1$ plots these errors. Four such plots for different D/L ratios are
reproduced in Figure 9. To facilitate the appreciation of the differ
ences between those plots, lines were drawn between each 10% incre
ment of the maximum error. This Figure shows that, for instance,
the area covered by errors equal to or greater than 900 parts per
thousand is not the same for all peak D/L ratios. Therefore a new
90% limit has to be calculated for each D/L ratio.
The area covered by all errors larger than for instance 83%
of the maximum error can be easily found by counting all the
18
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Figure 9. Distribution of error over the
area of one dot
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measurements larger than 83% and dividing this count by the total
number of measurements taken on the dot. This gives the fractional
area covered by (or, which is the same, the fractional probability
of obtaining) an error larger than 83% of the maximum error. Compu
ter program PR01$ uses this method to find the probability for speci
fied errors (in per cent of the maximum error) ranging from 68 to
100% in 2 % increments. These values are listed in Table 1.
At this point, the probability is known for specified errors,
but the real requirement is to know the error for specified probabil
ities. PR01$ then proceeds to find those errors by linear interpolation
for the specified probabilites of 90, 95 and 98%. The output from these
calculations is listed in Table 2. Figure 10 is plotted from these
values.
Considering the result of Table 2 and Figure 10, we can see
that there is a gain in using the 90% probability limit in the sense
that the error is reduced to less than 90% of the maximum error by
this limit. However this gain seems too small to justify the added
difficulty of explaining the meaning of the 90% limit to the average
craftsman. For this reason, it is suggested that Figure 8 is used
rather than Figure 10.
20
Table 1. Output from PR01$, probabilities for specified max. errors
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Table 2. Output from PR01$, max. errors for specified probabilities
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Maximum possible error for percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone over round aperture,
(Minimum error is zero.) Curves are for
different aperture sizes in mm.
Maximum error
90% of measurements
fall below this limit
.06
.04
25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 350
Screen ruling: Lines per inch
Figure 10. Error versus screen ruling, 90% probability limits
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V. MORE DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIPS
So far we have made the following assumptions to facilitate the
analysis of the relationships under study:
1. The largest error occurs on a 50% dot (checkerboard dot pattern).
2. Under practical circumstances, one cannot take advantage of the
low error areas between the peak excursions of the graphs in Fig
ures 3, 5, 6 or 7.
3- The largest error occurs when the center of the aperture is placed
over the center of a dot.
There is no reason to suspect that the first assumption is not
true. However, for pin cushion dots or round dots, the maximum error
probably occurs at a dot area other than 50%. The equations of Dr.
Mast can be adapted to analyze round dots of varying dot areas, and
therefore this aspect could be investigated. This is however beyond
the scope of this work.
The second assumption is true for fine screen rulings and large
apertures. But the graphs of the one millimeter aperture in Figures
8 and 10 indicate that this may not be true for coarse screen rulings
or small apertures. How would Figure 8 look when not just the peak
excursions are connected with one another, but the actual curve is
shown? The work done in this chapter answers this question.
The third assumption is true only for the peaks of Figures 3,
5, 6 or 7. This is demonstrated in the following experiment.
Analysis of error between center and edge of dot
The graph of Figure 7 shows only the error as it occurs at the
center of the dot. When the graph crosses the zero line, then only the
2L
error at the center of the dot is zero. What is the error between the
center and the edge of the dot? To find out, DMA1$ was changed to
plot the error in per cent dot area rather than in per cent of the
error at the center of the dot. This program is called DMA2$. Table 3
shows the output from DMA2$ for a D/L ratio of 1.154. (This repre
sents a very coarse halftone on a very small aperture.) Notice that
at this D/L ratio the error at the center of the dot is almost zero.
But the error between the center of the dot and its edge is not zero!
For better appreciation of the data of Table 3, Figure 11 shows a
three dimensional plot of these numbers. In general, a similar thing
happens at other zero transitions of the graph of Figure 7, only the
amplitude of the errors becomes, of course, much less.
High resolution graphs for checkerboard dot pattern
In order to find out exactly how large the maximum error is
for any screen ruling and aperture combination, computer program
MAXER$ (see Appendix C, p. 70) was written. This program is simi
lar to MAST1$, except that not just the error at the center of the dot
is calculated, but the dot is scanned and the largest error is re
turned. Table 7 (see Appendix C, p. 73) is a listing of the output
from MAXER$. Notice that the maximum error near the zero transition
is not at the center of the dot (the center is at the xy coordinate
of 1.000, 1.000). Furthermore, at the peak of the excursions, the max
imum error is always at the center of the dot. The number pairs of
maximum error and D/L ratio from Table 7 were used to plot the
graphs of Figures 20 to 48 (see Appendix C, pp. 87-115). These
graphs are a very accurate and
detailed answer to the main question
of page 1 .
Notice that for a coarse screen ruling on a small aperture, it
is actually possible
that the maximum error may be smaller for a
small aperture than for a larger aperture. For instance, with a
25






DOTS PER APERTURE. NUMBERS ARE ERRORS
000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000
241 .476 .726 .883 .896 .883 .878
476 .983 1.437 1.766 1.983 1.773 1.784
726 1.437 2.183 2.707 2.737 2.780 2.702
883 1.766 2.707 2.918 3.419 3.490 J. 464
896 1.985 2.737 3.419 3.494 3.393 3.299
000 .883 1.773 2.780 3.490 3.393 2.966 2.770
000 .878 1.784 2.702 3.464 3.299 2.770 2.317
000 .880 1.748 2.726 3.175 3.346 2.694 1.951
000 .878 1.764 2.778 3.398 3.341 ^. 615 1.721
000 .879 1.768 2.709 3.383 3.358 2.646 1.670
000 .87B 1.764 2.778 3.398 3.341 2.615 1.721
000 .880 1.748 2.726 3.173 3.346 2.694 1.951
000 .878 1.784 2.702 3.464 3.299 2.770 2.317
IN X DOT AREA FOR THESE
.000 .000 .000 .000
.880 .878 .879 .878
1.748 1.764 1.768 1.764
2.726 2.778 2.709 2.778
3.175 3.398 3.383 3.398
3.346 3.341 4.338 3.341
2.694 2.613 2.646 2.615
1.951 1.721 1.670 1.721
1.465 .887 .699 .887
.887 .322 .133 .322







POSITIONS OF CENTER OF APERTURE OVER AREA
. 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000
.880 .878 .883 .896 .885 .726 .476
1.74S 1.784 1.773 1.983 1.766 1.437 .983
2.726 2.702 2.780 2.757 2.707 2.183 1.437
J. 175 3.464 3.490 3.419 2.918 2.707 1.766
3.346 3.299 3.395 3.494 3.419 2.757 1.985
2.694 2.770 2.966 3.395 3.490 2.780 1*773
1.951 2.317 2.770 3.299 3.464 2.702 1.784
1.465 1.951 2.694 J.346 3.175 2.726 1.748
.887 1.721 2.615 J.341 J. 398 2.778 1.764






.887 .322 .133 .322 .887 1.721 2.615 3.341 3.398 2.778 1.764 .878 .000
1.465 .887 .699 .887
1.951 1.721 1.670 1.721
,000 .883 1.773 2.780 3.490 3.395 2.966 2.770 2.694 2.615 2.646 2.615
1.465 1.951 2.694 3.346 3.175 2.726 1.748
1.951 2.317 2.770 3.299 3.464 2.702 1.784




.897 .000000 .896 1.983 2.757 3.419 3.494 3.395 3.299 3.346 3.341 3.358 3.341 3.346 3.299 3.395 3.494 3.419 2.757 1.985
000 .885 1.766 2.707 2.918 3.419 3.490 3.464 3.175 3.398 3.383 3.398 3.175 3.464 3.490 3.419 2.918 2.707 1.766 .885 .000
000 .726 1.437 2.183 2.707 2.757 2.780 2.702 2.726 2.778 2.709 2.778
000 .476 .983 1.437 1.766 1.985 1.773 1.784 1.748 1.764 1.768 1.764
000 .241 .476 .726 .885 .896 .883 .878 .880 .878 .879 .878
2.726 2.702 2.780 2.757 2.707 2.183 1.437
1.748 1.784 1.773 1.985 1.766 1.437 .983




000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 .000
Figure 11. Three dimensional plot of data of Table 3
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screen ruling of 65 lines per inch (Appendix C, Figure 35, p. 102),
a 1.27 mm. aperture gives a maximum error of plus or minus 0.25%
dot area. A three millimeter aperture would give a maximum error
of plus or minus 1.15% dot area. If the 1.27 mm. aperture can be
made to a tolerance of plus or minus 0.05 mm., then the error with
this aperture will not be larger than with the 3 mm. aperture.
27
VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Two independant methods were found that permit the analysis
of the error in dot area measurement that results when a halftone
is placed over a round measuring aperture. The matrix method is slow
and served to check the method using mathematical equations. Both
methods give the same results.
The relationship of error versus screen ruling for a given aper
ture is a very complex one and is best described using graphs (see
Appendix C, pp. 87-115). As a rule of thumb, one can use the follow
ing equation to calculate the smallest aperture necessary for a given
screen ruling and a desired maximum error of measurement:














In an effort to find ways to obtain accuracy even with rela
tively small apertures,
an investigation was conducted to see wheth
er one could take advantage of interference between aperture size
28
and screen ruling. The paradoxical finding was, that for coarse
screen rulings and small apertures, one could take advantage of the
interference between aperture size and screen ruling and choose an
aperture that minimizes the error for a given screen ruling. In fact,
it was shown that a smaller aperture may cause less error than
a
larger one. For fine screen rulings and large apertures, one cannot
choose a particular aperture in order to minimize the measuring error
because the dimensional tolerances for aperture or screen ruling
would become too fine to be practical.
The equations of Dr. Mast can be adapted for round dots of
varying dot area and also for different aperture
shapes. For future
work, one might investigate those aspects of the problem in more
depth. However, the present analysis should answer most questions
regarding the relationship of aperture
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Radius of aper tur e =KRA
KRAS=KRA*KRA
KRA=M/2 ,
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Figure 12. Flowchart for DCAL$
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Appendix A continued
Listing of computer programs DCAL$ and DOT$
33
r; dcal$ DCA
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE MAXIMUM
WHEN A 50% CHECKERBOARD DOT PATTERN
APERTURE* EGR THE SOLUTION THE MATR
ERROR IN % DOT AREA THAT OCCL
IS MEASURED OYER A ROUND
X APRGACH IC USED*
12 3 4
234567890123456789012345673901234567890 1234!
70 FORMAT < F 10 * 6 , Tl :l. y F9 5 v T22 y E6 . 0 , T30 r F6
7.1. FORMAT
(/'
INPUT: START D/L 'rF4,l
1
'





































74 FORMAT < T2 y 1 3 T9 y F9 * 3 v T21 , F8 * 3 y 7 31 y F8 . 2 v T44 1 14 t T53 y 1 3 )
76 FORMAT (
'
THE NUMBER OF CYCLES MAY NOT DE MORE THAN '"#0
1'





TJ If 'INCREMENT CYCLES T30
IN PLACING THE
ION WHEN USING
INPUT VALUES FOR THE NEXT
TIMESHARING* THEY CAN BE





78 Format < ' ' )
60 FORMAT (F6*2)
WRITE (108*77)
WRITE 77 IS AN AID
IN THE PROPER PC)SI
ANYWHERE UNDER THE NAME OF THE VARIABLE* BUT EACH VALUE y EVEN
HAVE TO HAVE A DECIMAL POINT*
2 READ ( 105y70)SD0L yEIDOLr I CYCLE y MATRIX v N5
SDOL= START D/L? E I DOL. INCREMENT D/L?





IF(ICYCLE*GT*50)WRITE(108y76>y GO TO 2
IF(MATRIX*EQ*0)MATRIX-20
WRIT E ( 1 OB 9 7 1 ) S D 0 1... r E I D0L > I C YCLE r MATR I X
IF(N5*Ea*0)N5-l
READ CI. 05 y 60) DUMMY
THE DUMMY READ PERMITS POSITIONING OF OUTPUT
IDOL AND I NCR MUST BE INTEGERS TO AVOID ROUND
















































OUTPUT PER PAGE WITH THE HELP OF THE VARIABLE 'KOUNI
D/L.
MINES THE MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DOL AND
1 N1.-.I 9 I CYCLE
C: DO 1 ONE CYCLE PER
K0UN7-=I\0UNT + 1





C M IS ONE SIDE OF MATRIX y DIVISIBLE BY 4y SO THAT RADIUS IS ALSO EVEN
9 M~( (MATRIX-f3)/4)*4





SPEC I F I ED D/ L v XD0L
=CALCUL A T ED D/L .






MAY NOT BE LARGER
'TEST'
IS ENLARGED AND i HC PROCESS REPEATED*
IF ( M * GT * 700 ) TEST-TEST*! * 4.1.4 ? GO TO 9
I F ( < D0 1... - XD0 1 .. ) . GT * T EST ) ri
- M+4 i G 0 T0 7
\F ( ( XDOL-DOL > <- GT * TEST ) JS
IDE- JSIDEf 2 5 GO
UNTIL XDOL AGREES WITH





























C KRA IS THE RADIUS OF
r WF CIRCULAR ArERTURE
KRA-M/2
KK'AS~KRA**2




















































































< < JC2 - JC 1 ) +2 ) /JS I DE DCA I. . 0 / 1 0
IAREA=0 DCAL.0//O
J-0 DCAL 0/30
IF (I*I...T*2) J-l ? GO TO 18 DCAL 0/40
C IF
'I'
IS LESS THAN 2y THERE IS NO ROOM FOR A CLEAR CENTER* DCAI 0/50
JYL = JC 1 + ( JS I DE * I ) DCA I .. 0 / 6 0
IYB==Ci:/2)*2 DCAL0//0
I F ( I * EQ * I YB ) JX I. . - JY I... 5 I U == I y G0 T 0 1 3 DC A I. 0 /80
C IF
'I'
EQUALS IYBy CENTER IS SQUARE* IF NOT IT MUST BE RECTANGULAR* DCAI 0790
AND
'IU'
ARE THE LENGTH OF THE SIDES OF THE CLEAR CENTER IN TERMS DCAL. 0800


















SET ORIGIN OF DOT PATTLRNf CENTER OF DOT IS ON CENTER OF APERTURE
18 NUM=<KRA-< JSIDE/2) )/JSIDE
JX=JSIDE-< <KRA-< JSIDE/2) ) - < NUM*JSIDE ) + J. )
JY= JX
JX AND JY = CORR FACTORS ADED TO DOT PATTERN POSITION TO MATCH CENTERSDCAL O'-M ()
DCAI. 0920




DEFINE SCANNING LIMITS? KY* AND KX* VALUES DEFINE STAR! + END OF SCAN DCAI 09/0
THERE IS NO CLEAR CENTER IT IC-1 OR J-1
IF <IC*EQ*1) J = l? I AREA"0
IF < J * EQ * 1. ) KYI ==1 ? KY2-M ? KX1-1 y KX2-M ? "l>4 3 GO TO 1 5
"I"
MUST BE 4 TO AVOID "DO
6n
IN THE "NO CLEAR CENTER
MODE"
THERE IS A CLEAR CENT El':;
DEI- INF THE 4 AREAS T"0 BE SCANNED
DO 6 1-1 ?4
IF( I *EQ*4)KYl-oJYL 5KY2-M PKX1 JCM. > KX2-.JYXL-1
IF ( I EQ.3/KYJ -1 y KY2--JC1-1 > KX1= JC1 y K/2
== JC2+2
:i:F<I*EQ*2)KY:h==JCl 5KY,?--JYL-3 yKXl-JXL*K*2=M
IF(I*EQ*l)KYl-oJC:l.~l JixY2=-\JC2{-2yKXl = l SKX2=-=JC1-1
SCAN IN THE Y DIRECTION
15 DO 4 MYKY1*KY2





IF JYA IS EVENy JYB EQUALS JYA* JXC
= 1? IF IT IS ODD, JYC = 0
AREA OF APERTURE*
C
C SCAN IN "THE X DIRECTION
DO 4 MX~KX1 f KX2
C
C CALCULATE APERTURE
C IF MATRIX ELEMENT IS ON
APERTURE1 KA=1. I A
KA-0
JF < ( KRAMYS+ ( <
MX- < KRA10 * 5 ) ) **2 ) ) * GT * i\RAS ) GO !'U 4









C MATRIX ELEMENT WILL BE ON DOT







DCAI I 0 50







DC A! 1. 1 00
r. r-- a i
x \ ? r~i > i i \/
DCAI. .i : 20
DCAL :l ! r,o
DCAI. 1 140
DCAI 1 I 5 0
DCAI 1 1.'.0
Di'A! 1 I /O





























I F ( KOUNT * EQ * 1 ) WR I TE ( 1 08 f 73 )
WR I TE (108*74) N5 y ERROR y XDOL y DOL ? M , JS I DE
C THE NEXT STATEMENT LEAVES A BLANK LINE AFTER EVERY 5TH
IF< ( <N5/5)*5) *EQ*N5)WRITE(108y78)
N5=N5+1









































































00 088880 00 oQ888o ooo/$0|//
388 o 00 088880 000888/OOO//










Figure 13. Definition of variable names for DCAL$ and D0T$
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DOT*
THIS PROGRAM PLOTS THE DOT PATTERN AND APERTURE AS THEY ARE USED TO
CALCULATE THE ERROR OF MEASUREMENT, USING THE MATRIX APPROACH* FOR









12 3 4 5 6 7
134567890 1234567890 1234567890 1234567890 12345678901234567890 12 345678901
DIMENSION L< 30,30)
































5 7 FORMAT (1.H1 )
62 FORMAT (//)
70 FORMAT ( 14 , F4 * 1 ? FA * 2 ? 14 , 14 )
71 FORMAT
(/,'
INPUT: MATRIX =',13,', START D/L =',F4.1/





y F10 * 6 ?
'
. D/L SPECIFIED :=',F10.6,
l'y D/L USED ='yF10.6,'y MATRIX =M4tS SIDE OF DOT = ',-13,
2'
y RADIUS y 14,//;
READ ( 105 y 70 ) M y SDOL y EI DOL y ICYCLE y IC
IF( (M.LT*8) *0R* (M*GT*100) )CALL EXIT
IF ( ICYCLE * GT * 5 ) CALL EXIT
SDOL-SDOL-EIDOL
Df)L = SDOI.
JSIDE MUST BE EVENf EQUALS ONE SIDE OF ONE DOT
DO 1 Nl-1, ICYCLE
DOL^DOLl (EID0DK1 ? 000007)






KRA IS THE RADIUS OF THE CIRCULAR APERTURE
KRAS-KRA**2
JC1=(KRA-(KRA/SQRT(2* ) ) ) {-2
JC2-M-JC1





IF (I.LT.2) J- 15 GO TO 18
JYL-JCl+( JSIDE*!)
IYB=(I/2)#2
IF <I*EQ*IYB) JXI.5-JYL, lU^Iy GO TO 13
I. U --=!-:).
JXL-JYL -JSIDE
1 3 JYXL-KRA+SQR I (
KRAS- C KRA- JYL ) **2 ) +2
IARFA"(JSIDE*#2)*I*IU
SET ORIGIN OF DOT PATTERN: CENTER OF DOT IS ON CENlER OF APERTURE
18 NUM= <
KRA- C JSIDE/2) > /JSIDE
JX= JS 1 DE - ( ( KRA
~ ( J S 1 DE/2 ) )
- < NUM*JS I DE ) + 1 )
JYJX
JX AND JY CORR FACTORS ADED TO DOT PATTERN POSITION TO MATCH CENTO:
IAS==0
IA--0




DEFINE SCANNING LIMITS, KX* AND KY* DEFINE START + END OF SCAN











DO T 0 1 00
DO) 0 1 1 0














































































































1JYL fKY2--M ,KXl =JCi;KX2=JYXL-l
1*1 ,KY2^JCl~l,KXl=JCl,KX2=JC2+2
1=JC1 ,KY2= JYL-1.yKXl = JXL5KX2=M




DO 4 MY=KY1 ,KY2





SCAN IN THE X DIRECTION
DO 4 MX=KX1 ,KX2
L(MY,MX)=I2
12 MEANS SYMBOL FOR 'COUNTED BUT OUTSIDE APERTURE
I A = AREA OF APERTURE*
GO TO 4
CALCULATE APERTURE
IF MATRIX ELEMENT IS ON APERTURE KA=1*
KA=0





























































ELEMENT IS ON A DOT JYX 1, IF NOT JYX = 0
YC * EQ * JXC ) JYX= 1 5 L ( M Y , MX ) - 1 4
BOL FOR 'ON APERTURE AND ON DOT




















Q*1. ) WRITE (108y7l. ) M y DOL , EI DOL y ICYCLE
08,72) N 1, ERROR , DOL, XDOL, M, JSIDE, KRA






















































DOT J .1 10




















Table 5. Output from DCAL$
39
Table 5. Output from DCAL$
N ERROR USED SPECIFIED MATRIX SIDE
X DOT D/L D/L OF DOT
1 .328 11 .001 1.1.00 280 13
2 *065 11.187 11*20 343 '?9
3 -.204 11.416 11*40 452 28
4 -.473 11*598 11*60 164 10
5 -.579 11*787 11. CO 200 12
6 -.502 11*981 12*00 576 34
7 -?100 12.199 12.20 276 16
8 ? 423 12*416 12.40 316 18
9 ? 458 12.588
HO / f\
1 _ * kj \/ 356 20
10 *395 12.813 12.30 6.1.6 "7
A
11 .308 13.013 13*00
-i r\ a
1 lj-t 10
12 *086 13*201 13*20 224 12
13 -.145 13*383 13*40 492 26
14 -.448 13.614 13*60 303 16
15 -.596 13*791 13*80 156
16 -.305 13*987 14*00 356 13
17 . 063 14*233 1.4*20 644 32
18 .188 14*401 14*40 448 22
19 .265 14*616 14.60 124
20 .367 14.787 14.80 460
f-\ r~,
21 *368 14.993 15*00 212 10
22 .112 15.205 \
u.-
'-i r\
1 u ? *L, \s
i -f-y
J. / *..
23 -?187 15.382 15*40 343 16
24 -?424 15*559 15*60 132
25 -?344 15*794 15*80 268 :i 2
26 -?214 15*983 16*00 452 20
27 -?060 16.187 16*20 412 1 3
23 ? 132 16*407 16*40
o "7 n 1 A
.1. \/
29 ? 235 16*587 \j * oO 516 '?'?
30 ? 41.6 16*796 16*80 380 16
31 .356 16*973 17.00 144 6
32 -?021 17*209 17*20 292 12
33 -?191 17*397 17.40 492 20
34 -?264 17*602 17*60 443 13
35 ~*279 17*781 17*80 352 A ~i
36 -.201 17*983 18.00 356 14
37 -.140 18*186 18,20 360 14
38 .115 18*388 18*40
1 nr (_
.1. Ju 6
39 .290 18.590 18*60 363 14
40 *331 18*792 18*80 372 14
41 .175 18*994 19.00 376 14
42 *007 19.196 19*20 380 14
43 -.128 19*398 19*40 384
H A
44 -.167 19*600 19.60 383 14
45 -?334 19*802 19*00 168 6
46 -?257 20.004 20*00 396
1 1
j ~r
47 -.027 20.206 20*20 400 14
48 ? 158 20.408 20*40 404 .14
49 * ^32 20*610 20*60 403
50
nnn 20*812 20*80 412 14
Table 5. (continued)
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N ERROR USED SPECIFIED MATRIX SIDE
X DOT D/L D/L OF DOT
1 12*420 1.010 1.00 120 84
2 -3*008 1.212 1.20 120 70
3 -8*174 1*414 1.40 120 60
4 -9*013 1*616 1.60 128 56
5 -8*020 1*810 1.80 1.28 50
6 -6*349 1.993 2*00 124 44
7 -2*712 2.192 2*20 124 4 0
8 3*770 2.382 2.40 128 30
9 5*828 2*593 2.60 132 36
10 4,984 2.783 2*80 244 62
11 2.094 3*017 3*00 128 30
12 ? 083 3*206 3*20 136 30
13 -1*215 3.395 3*40 144 30
14 -2*293 3*590 3*60 132 26
15 -3*680 3.808 3*80 1.40 26
16 -2.579 3*936 4*00 124 ')'-,
17 -.177 4*184 4*20 284 43
18 1.521 4*385 4*40 124 20
19 2*082 4.597 4*60 156 24
20 1*789 4*809 4.30 136 20
21 1.287 5.015 5.00 156 nr,t
99
.803 5.186 5*20 132 13
23 -.803 5.401 5*40 163 99
24 -1.766 5.583 5*60 300 38
25 -1.767 5.815 5*80 143 13
26 -.908 6.011 6*00 1.36 16
27 .065 6.133 6.20 140 16
28 .674 6.412 6*40 272 30
29 .749 6*601 6.60 168 18
30 1.31.2 6*789 6.30 1.92 20
31 1*127 6*984 7,00 31.6 32
32 #147 7*214 7.20 204 20
33 -?706 7.386 7*40 188 18
34 -1*128 7.603 7*60 172 1.5
35 -.961 7.317 7*80 420 ")
36 -?413 8*015 3*00 136 12
37 -*208 8*204 3*20
n3 2 20
38 *210 8*386 8*40
-y -J o
-L--0
39 *890 8*615 3*60 263 ,-,.-)
40 1*040 8.801 8*30 224 13
41 ? 636 9.017 9*00 204 16
42 .115 9.194 9.20 156 1 2
43 -,547 9.387 9.40
t199 99
44 -*523 9.613 9*60 136 10
45 -*622 9.783 9*30 332 24
46 -?583 10.010 10*00 368 26
4 7 -.233 10.184 10*20 144 10
43 .323 10.415 10*40 324 99
49 .672 10.608 10*60 120 3
50 .778 10.785 10*80 244 1 6
41
Table 5. (continued)
N ERROR USED SPECIFIED MATRIX SIDE
% DOT D/L D/L OF DOT
1 ?091400 19*09477 19.10 432 16
9
.0394.13 19*15905 19.15 596 22
3 -.005402 19*21263 19.20 652 24
4 -.046478 19*23620 19.25 544 20
5 -.074982 19.28764 19.30 600 22
6 -.098892 19*33050 19*35 492 13
7 -.113083 19*41622 19*40 604 99
8 -.113098 19*44836 19*45 440 16
9 -.131454 19*48767 19*50 496 13
10 -.150864 19.54481 19*55 608 99
11 -.158661 19*58438 19.60 720 26
12 -.196579 19*64483 19,65 500 18
13 -* 208847 19*68411 19*70 668 24
14 -* 238602 19*73126 19*75 1116 40
15 -.279114 19*80197 19*30 448 16
16 -.282547 19*86933 19*35 1130 42
17 -.282776 19*91078 19*90 732 26
1,8 -.274246 19*95915 19*95 508 13
19 -.231277 20*01959 20*00 736 26
20 -.198151 20*05914 20*05 624 99
21 -.138916 20*11630 20*10 512 18








EXPLANATION OF THE EQUATIONS BY DR. MAST
The term below represents a checkerboard dot pattern
(a+m
-j
3kri m-n C0SlV2L/ C0Sl^L/j odd mu,nttgtrs
The definition of L is given in Figure 2 (see p. 3). Values x and
y are the coordinates of a point on this checkerboard pattern. The
units of measurement for x, y, and L can be anything as long as
they are the same. The value of the term is either zero or one, de
pending on whether the point (x,y) lies on a black or clear dot.
When a round aperture is placed over the checkerboard pattern
with its center at the point (x,y), then the following equation permits









A W e I for mox. wror
The aperture is defined by the term A,M =
2 ^,(w) (called WLAMDA in the
computer programs) where L is the first Bessel function. This func
tion can be looked up in tables or it can be approximated by the fol
lowing equation:
c
This approximation was used for all calculations. The letter labels
designate the names used in computer program TERGAL, subroutine
44
ERCAL (see p. 49). When W is larger than five, the error of approxi
mation is less than one part in ten thousand. This happens at a D/L
ratio of 1,2. Values of less than 1,2 are of no practical interest.
Using this equation and a D/L ratio of 0.7. which means that the
aperture is smaller than the dot, and therefore the error is 50.0%,
one obtains a value of 50.14%. The. difference of 0.14% is probably
due to this approximation.
These equations are used to calculate one point on the graph
of figures three, six or seven. Theoretically, the summations should
be executed using values of n and m ranging from one to infinity,
where these values must be odd integers. However, the larger these
values become, the smaller becomes the additional error contributed
by this combination of n and m values. In other words, the calcula
ted value of the error converges very quickly to its true value. The
following scheme was adopted to use the equations.
Subroutine TERCAL calculates the error for one D/L ratio. Sub
routine ERCAL (which is part of TERCAL) calculates the partial error
for one given combination of n and m values. TERCAL defines the val
ues of n and m and adds up the partial errors according to the pat




















Figure 14. Explanation of scanning square and angle
First the error is calculated when n and m are equal to one.
The result is labelled ERRO. This is the first approximation to the
45
error. Then three additional values (ER) are calculated by ERCAL
for all possible new combinations of n and m where they now can
have values of either one or three. The three new partial errors are
accumulated under the label ERR. ERR is added to ERRO which is now
the second approximation to the total error. The four values of n and
m that constitute ERRO are called a scanning square, and the
three values that make up ERR are called a scanning angle. The pro
cess of adding new scanning angles to the already calculated scan
ning square in order to calculate the next larger scanning square,
is repeated until the error contributed by the latest scanning angle
(ERR) is smaller than a test value ACC. This value is defined as a
percentage of the total accumulated error. The value of ACC for the
data of table 6 is 0.1%. This number is indicated in the column title
under M,N. In order to prevent the computer from going to too large
scanning squares, n and m can be limited by defining the variable
NAPROX. For the data of table 6, NAPROX was 49. The final approxi
mation to the true error is called ERROR and its value is returned
by TERCAL to the calling program.
Several Programs call TERCAL: MAST1$, DMA1$ and PR01$. The
variable names of these programs and their function are explained
in the flowchart and comment statements of the programs. The follow
ing is a short explanation of the function of these programs.
MAST1$. This program produces the output of table 6. From this
output figures six and seven were plotted, and a list of the peak
excursions was established. This list was used for program PR01$.
MAST1$ defines the D/L ratios for TERCAL. The input to the program
is interactive to simplify the operation in the time sharing mode.
DMA1$ plots the error (in parts per thousand of the maximum
error) as a function of the position of the center of the aperture
across the area of a single dot for one given D/L ratio. This program
was used to generate Figure 9. As the position coordinates of the
46
center of the aperture (
*
T-^ for the equations on page 43, or XX,
YY for the computer programs) change from 0.75 to 1.25, the whole
width of a dot is scanned. When either XX or YY are either 0.75 or
1.25, then the center of the aperture is on the boundary of a fifty
per cent checkerboard dot and the error is zero. When both XX and
YY are 1.0, the aperture is at the center of the dot.




Flowcharts and listing of
computer program for TERCAL$
48
Figure 15. Flowchart for TERCAL$
49
TERCAL
12 3 4 5 6 7
34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901 2.545678901:
THIS IS A SUBROUTINE THAT SOLVES THE EQUATION BY DR. MASTf GRETAG.
IT CALLS ANOTHER SUBROUTINE WITH THE NAME 'ERCAL'. TERCAL. IS CALLED
BY THE FOLLOWING THREE PROGRAMS: MAST1*f DMA1*f AND PR01*. IT NEEDS
THE FOLLOUING INPUT VARIABLES TO OPERATE: DOL, YYf XX, NAPROX f ACC.
IT SENDS THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES TO ERCALI Mr Nv DOLf XX f YY. ERCAL
RETURNS THE VALUE
'ER'
TO TERCAL. TERCAL RETURNS THE VALUE
'ERROR'
TO THE CALLING PROGRAM. THIS IS WHAT THE VARIABLE NAMES STAND FOR:
DOL # OF DOTS PER APERTURE. XX AND YY = THE COORDINATES AT
WHICH THE CENTER OF THE APERTURE IS PLACED WITHIN THE CENTER DOT.
XX OR YY SHOULD BE BETWEEN .75 AND 1.25. THE MAXIMUM ERROR OCCURS







MAY HAVE. M AND N = ODD INTEGERS USED
TO EVALUATE THE FOURIER SERIES OF THE EQUATION. STARTING VALUE = 1.
ACC = THE ACCURACY TO WHICH THE ERROR IS CALCULATED. THE PROGRAM




UNTIL THIS ACCURACY OR THE LIMIT
OF NAPPROX IS REACHED. ER = THE CALCULATED ERROR FOR ONE PAIR
OF
'M'






























ERRO=T0TAL ACCUMULATED ERROR OF SCANNING SQUARE
IF(((ABS(ERR)/ABS(ERR0/100.))-ACC).LT.0.)G0 TO 5
CHECK WHETHER LATEST ADDITION (ERR) TO TOTAL
ERROR < ERRO ) IS LESS




























































































































































































cycles and range of
D/L from input values
YES
Nl - 1










Set X , Y coordinates
to 1.0 in order to
maximize error
J CALL EXIT J
Every 5th line is blank,






Figure 16. Flowchart for MAST1$
52
0 MASri* MAS I -KM o
C MAS1 uo >>.>
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE MAXIMUM ERROR IN % DOT AREA THAT OCCURS MAS TOO30
C WHEN A 50% CHECKERBOARD DOT PATTERN IS MEASURED OVER A ROUND MAS I m040
C APERTURE. FOR THE SOLUTION AN EQUATION DEVELOPED BY R* MASTf GRETAO i-iAST'0050
C IS USED. MAS I 00,50
C HnSIOO/'J
C23456789012345A789012345A7890123456789012345A78901234567890123456 7tVyiil.iHiii->l'^it:J0
I 3 6 7 MAS 1 0090
COMMON M ,- N fD0L2 f ER f YYf XX f ERROR f NAPROX f ACC fL MAST 0100
41 FORMAT
('
START D/L INCREMENT END DOL %
ACCURACY'
f MAS 101 .10
1'
* OF APPROXIMATIONS N') MAbTO.120
42 FORMAT ( Fl 1. 0 f T13 f E10. 0 f T24 ? \~ 7. 0 f T33 fFI 1 ? 0 fT45 v F20 . 0 y T66 f F5 . 0 ) MAS K>| 30
43 FORMAT
('
THE FINAL D/L SHOULD NOT BE LARGER THAN 60 r TRY
AGAIN'
> MAS 10 1. 40
44 FORMATC THE NUMBER OF APPROXIMATIONS SHOULD BE LESS THAN 100') MAST0150













f I OF 'f MASJol/O



















f T30fF5 . 3 f T35f
'%'
y/) MASIO.MO
48 PORMAT( T2 f 13 fTIOfFS. 3 fT20fF7. 2 fT31 f 13) MAS r 0220
49 FORMAT (F5. 2) MAS 10230
C MASJ'0 240
WRITE ( 108 f 41) MAS 10250
C WRITE 41 IS AN AID IN PLACING THE INPUT VALUES FOR THE NEXT READ MAST0260
C STATEMENT AT THE PROPER POSITION WHEN USING TIMESHARING. MASF0270
C EACH INPUT VALUE NEEDS A DECIMAL POINT f BUT CAN BE PLACED MAST 0280
C ANYWHERE UNDERNEATH ITS NAME (WRITTEN BY WRITE 41) MASI0290
1 READ ( 105 f 42 )SDOLfE IDOL fENDDOLf ACC f NAPROX fN5 MAST 0300
C SDOL=START * OF DOTS PER APERTURE? EIDOL-INCREMENT OF D/L? ENDDOL-- MAST03I.0
C FINAL * OF DOTS PER APERTURE? ACC- Z ACCURACY OF ESTIMATE OF ERROR 5 MAST03 5)
C NAPROX-MAXIMUM MAGNITUDE OF
'M'
OR 'N'f DEFAULTVALUE=3 00 ? N5-FIRST MAS 1 0330
C SEQUENCE NUMBER f DEFAULTVALUE-1 . MAS r 03 40
ICYCLE -< (ENDD0L-SD0L)/EID0L)+2 MAST0350
IF ( SDOL . EG . 0 . ) CALL EXIT MAS I 0550
IF(ENDD0L.GT.60)WRITE(108f43) 560 TO 1 MAST03/0
IF(NAPR0X.GT.100)WRITE<108f44)fGG TO 1 MAST 0380
IF ( NAPROX. EG. 0) NAPROX- 100 MAST 0390
IF(N5.EQ.0>N5==1 MAST0400
XX=1. MAST 04 1.0
YY-1 . MAS I 0420
WR I TE ( 108 f 45 ) SDOL f EIDOL fENDDOLf ACC f NAPROX f I CYCLE MAST 0130
READ (105 f 49 ) DUMMY MAS T 04 40
C DUMMY READ PERMITS ALIGNEMENT OF TOP OF PAGE WITH START OP OUTPUT MAS 1 0450
C MAS 10 460
iriOL=(SIIOL-EIDOL)*1000 MAST 0470
INCR-EID0L*1000.008 MAbTOTSO
C IDOL AND INCR HAVE TO BE INTEGERS TO AVOID ROUNDING ERRORS. MAST 0490
J=0 MAST 0500
C MASTOblO
DO 10 NI^If ICYCLE MAS 105 JO
C DO LOOP FOR EACH D/L MAS 1 0530
J=J+1 MAST0540
IDOL= IDOL+ INCR MASTObbO
D0L2=ID0L/1000. MAbl'0560
C MAS I 05 .'0
CALL TERCAL MAST 01.80
q MAS T 05
v1
o
I F ( J . EQ . 1 ) WR I T E ( 1 08 f 47 ) ACC MA
b T 0600
WR I TE ( 1 08 f 48 ) N5 f ERROR f D0L2 r L
MAS 1 06 1. 0
IF ( ( (N5/5 ) #5 ) . EG ? N5 ) WRITE ( 108 t 46 )
MAS T0620
N5-N5-M. MObl063u






















XX= (IX*0. 025) +0. 725









The remainder of the program
scans the area of one dot
and calculates the relative













Figure 17- Flowchart for DMA1$
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C DMAl*
C THIS PROGRAM PLOTS THE % 7. ERROR ACROSS THE AREA OF ONE DOT
C
C2345A789012345678901 2345A789012345678901 234567890 1234567890123456789012DMA1













* F6 ? 2 f
'
. THE NUMBERS ARE PARTS PER THOI








C CALCULATE FIRST THE MAXIMUM ERROR BY SETTING THE XX AND YY






C PERR - ONE PART PER THOUSAND OF THE MAXIMUM
ERROR
C














































































Nl - Nl + 1
Calculate maximum error
by setting XX and YY
coordinates to 1.0 and
by calling TERCAL.










XX= (IX*. 01) + . 99
IX +- 1













Express this error in
parts per thousand of
the maximum error: MER
YES
Add one unit to
Probability counter
H (N3, 1) = H (N3, 1) +1
YES
Calculate and





counts H(x,l) to per
cent probability and
place in H (x, 2 ) . Do 31 NO
this for percent er
rors in 2% increments
'
f
from 68 to 100% 1
Use linear interpo
lation to find the
error for the fol
lowing probabili
ties: 90, 95, 98%
Calculate the
screen ruling in
lines per cm for
1-5 mm apertures







Figure 18. Flowchart for PR01$
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SET FJIOI/PROOUTfOUTC PR01* set f:ioo/peak;in
c










IS A FILE CONTAINING A LIST OF THE PEAK VALUES OF D/Lr
ONE VALUE PER RECORD IN THE F5.2 FORMAT.
'PROOUT'
IS A FILE THAT









12 3 4 5 6 7 PRO
678901 234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901 2PRO
PRO










ERRORS IN % DOT AREA FOR'f
1T59f 'SCREENRULING L/CM FOR APERTURES IN MM
'
f
2T102f'% OF MAX ERROR FOR DIF~
'




























f 16F7 . 2fF8 .2)
FORMATC THE BODY OF THE TABLE LISTS % PROBABILITIES FOR
1'% OF MAX. ERRORS WHICH ARE LISTED
2'FIRST COLUMN LISTS D/L*
'//*'









C THE LAST VALUE IN
'PEAK'
SHOULD BE ZERO
IF(D0L2.EG.0. ) WRITE ( 108 f 47 ) fWRITE ( 101 f 47 )f CALL EXIT
C FIRST CALCULATE THE MAXIMUM ERROR BY SETTING THE XX AND





C E100 = MAXIMUM ERROR IN X DOT AREA









THE NEXT TWO DO LOOPS ESTABLISH THE XX AND
YY POSITIONS AT WHICH THE
DOT IS SAMPLED. DUE TO THE SYMMETRIESf
ONLY A QUARTER DOT IS SCANNED









MER o THE ERROR AT THIS
PARTICULAR XX, YY POSITION ON THE DOTf



























































































































THE NEXT IF STATEMENT COUNTS HOW MANY OF THE ERRORS AT THE DI
XXfYY POSITIONS ARE LARGER THAN TESTVALUES RANGING FROM 680 T







ARE USED TO CHECK WHETHER A NEW VALUE




















ARRAY H(N3f2) CONTAINS NOW THE % PROBABILITIES (ORf WHICH IS THE SAME
THE % OF THE SAMPLED AREAS) FOR EACH ONE OF THE ERRORS IN THE
RANGE BETWEEN 68 TO 100 PERCENT. ARRAY H(N3fD NOW CONTAINS T
PERCENT ERROR VALUES. NOW THE PROBABILITY IS KNOWN FOR SPECIE
ERRORS. BUT THE REVERSE IS NEEDED: THE ERRORS FOR SPECIFIED
PROBABILITIES.
IN DO LOOP 25 THE ERRORS ARE FOUND FOR THE THREE SPECIFIED PR
BILITIS OF 90f 95 AND 98 PERCENT. LINEAR INTERPOLATION IS USE





90. ) .AND. (H( (N3+1) f2) .GT.90. ) )
-H(N3f2) )/(H( (N3+1) f2)-H(N3f2> ) )*2
LT.95. ) .AND. (H ( (N3+1 ) f2> . GT . 95 . ))
-H(N3f2) )/(H( (N3+1)f2)-H(N3f2) ) )*2























C APX = THE SCREENRULING (LINES PER CM) FOR THE GIVEN DOTS PER
C WRITE 61 IS NORMALLY USED TO PRINT THE DATA. BUT THE PROBABI
C ASSOCIATED WITH THE ERRORS FROM 68 TO 100 PERCENT CAN BE OBTA










IF(( (N5/5 ) *5 ). EQ. N5 )WRITE ( 108 t 46)












































































































































THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE OF COMMANDS
HAVE TO BE USED TO RUN PR01*":
!SET f:ioo/peak?in
SET P . 101/PROOUTfOUT
IF0RT4 PR01$ OVER PRO
EXT. FORTRAN IV r VERSION FOO
OPTIONS >BC?NS
! FORT4 TERCAL OVER TER
EXT. FORTRAN IV f VERSION FOO
OPTIONS >BCfNS






-' ' ' ' .h n. Mil.t. r. i ""ni-.i-s ,.m k am-, "h
a 0 0 0 0 o
(IBEft OF iih
0" 0 0
2B 3B 64 71 Bl
0
9] SB B, 71 ... ,B 2B ,4
,6 , ,0 V. ,22 ,4, ,60 ,82 .98 20. .. B2 ,60 ,42 !22 9, 60 Jj .6 0
* :m 60 ,02 11J 200 2ia j6 lo? ,34 34, 33. 307 249 . 200 153 .02 60 28
0 4J 91 1S1 210 jae 4B7 49B 48! ,42 3,7 ,43 288 210 9, o
SB 122 200 ;bg 37? ,,0 516 383 610 61 7 430 sei S16 tso 379 288 200 22 SB 0
- 64 = ... 0 MS 421 491 7.4 ft,? 7,4 691 621 31B 4,0 141 238 44 o
.. ,.. ,M n, ,,. *. 7J2 790 H46 H64 H46 79. M* 621 6 397 249 40 71 o
" U1 ,0, >u- 442 ,83 aVI 790 BSO 9,9 943 929 BBO 790 491 ,83 .42 307 82 81










430 744 B46 929
9HV '
9B9 971 ,29 B44 630 487 114 98 BB
B, 1BJ 30, ,<: ,83 691 790 BBO 929 943 929 9BO 790
y
3BJ .42 307 82 81 -
M .40 26* ,v, ill 421 712 790 B46 B46 844 790
7,2,




i 1H 6.'l 691











.. V, ... ,,0 irnu 141 37 442 48' 499 47 4,2 39, 341 :ee 210 1,3 9] 41 0
H 60
,0














D' - U 0 0 " "
Figure 19. Area of dot scanned by PR01$
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Appendix B continued
Table 6. Output from MAST1$
Table 6. Output from MAST1$
62
ERROR DOTS PER MfN
X DOT APERTURE .100%
1 50.137 .70 17
2 47.021 .75 19
3 41.097 .80 11
4 33.947 .85 17
5 26.999 .90 13
6 20.271 .95 21
7 13.777 1.00 23
8 8.194 1.05 11
9 3.677 1.10 35
10 .250 1.15 41
11 -2.408 1.20 25
12 -4.450 1.25 23
13 -5.990 1.30 21
14 -7.140 1.35 33
15 -7.961 1.40 27
16 -8.519 1.45 13
17 -8.853 1.50 17
18 -9.013 1.55 23
19 -9.038 1.60 17
20 -8.936 1.65 19
21 -8.738 1 .70 21
OO -8.456 1.75 17
23 -8.117 1.80 19
24 -7.704 1.85 17
25 -7.266 1.90 19
26 -6.812 1.95 17
27 -6.255 2.00 13
28 -5.768 2.05 19
29 -5.262 2.10 19
30 -4.328 2.15 23
31 -2.546 2.20 17
32 -.372 2.25 29
33 1.545 2.30 15
34 3.025 2.35 11
35 4.053 2.40 21
36 4.842 2.45 17
37 5.357 2.50 19
38 5.670 2.55 19
39 5.804 2.60 11
40 5.742 2.65 21
41 5.573 2.70 9
42 5.256 2.75 13
43 4.879 2.80 3
44 4.338 2.85 17
45 3.758 2.90 23
46 3.1.12 2.95 .1 5
47 2.402 3.00 27
48 1.747 3.05 7
49 1.094 3.10 23
50 .557 3 . 1 5 41
ERROR DOTS PER MfN
X DOT APERTURE .100%
51 .088 3.20 35
52 -.323 3.25 25
53 -.674 3.30 31
54 -.962 3.35 17
55 -1.230 3.40 31
56 -1.454 3.45 19
57 -1.610 3.50 29
58 -1.814 3.55 29
59 -2.409 3.60 15
60 -3.074 3.65 23
61 -3.489 3.70 15
62 -3.656 3.75 1?
63 -3.690 3.80 21
64 -3.566 3.85 1/
65 -3.301 3.90 19
66 -2.934 3.95 23
67 -2.483 4.00 11
68 -1 .91 3 4.05 25
69 -1.273 4.10 9
70 -.596 4.15 25
71 .007 4.20 49
72 .518 4.25 37
73 .945 4.30 33
74 1.296 4.35 29
75 1.574 4.40 21
76 1.790 4.45 J5
77 1.942 4.50 23
78 2.040 4.55 19
79 2.079 4.60 17
80 2.082 4.65 25
81 2.038 4.70 19
82 1.949 4.75 23
83 1.835 4.80 13
84 1.668 4.85 19
85 1.469 4.90 29
86 1.247 4.95 29
87 1.219 5.00 21
88 1.251 5.05 25
89 1.164 5.10 15
90 .985 5.15 11
9! .722 5.20 21
92 .414 5.25 17
93 .051 5.30 19
94 -.345 5.35 35
95 -*773 5.40 31
96 -] .151 5.45 13
97 -1.446 5.50 17
98 -1.664 5.55 23
99 -1.815 5.60 19
00 -1.899 5.65 11
Table 6. (continued)
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ERROR DOTS PER Mfj
X DOT APERTURE .10'
101 -1.929 5.70 29
102 -1.904 5.75 17
103 -1.827 5.80 9
104 -1.697 5.85 23
105 -1.524 5.90 25
106 -1.309 5.95 15
107 -1.057 6.00 17
108 -.770 6.05 33
109 -.449 6.10 23
110 -.152 6.15 41
111 .108 6.20 49
112 ? 331 6.25 39
113 ? 520 6.30 25
114 .689 6.35 23
115 .717 6.40 27
116 .650 6.45 27
117 .657 6.50 17
118 .733 6.55 19
119 .832 6.60 29
120 ? 966 6.65 23
121 1.124 6.70 15
199 1.276 6.75 17
123 1.356 6.80 11
124 1.382 6.85 13
125 1.339 6.90 23
126 1.243 6.95 21
127 1.096 7.00 .1.7
128 .915 7.05 29
129 .711 7.10 37
130 .490 7.15 37
131 .251 7.20 37
132 -.004 7.25 49
133 -,269 7.30 33
134 -.507 7.35 15
135 -.700 7.40 27
136 -.855 7.45 15
137 -.978 7.50 17
138 -1.059 7.55 9
139 -1.119 7.60 11
140 -1 .151 7.65 25
141 -1.154 7.70 13
142 -1.119 7.75 19
143 -1.014 7.80 23
144 -.841 7.85 11
145 -.674 7.90 17
146 -.572 7.95 23
147 -.487 8.00 23
148 -.428 8.05 19
149 -.376 8.10 39
150 -.302 8.15 13
ERROR DOTS PER MfN
X DOT APERTURE . 1 00%
151 -.218 8.20 29
152 -.116 8.25 23
153 -.003 8.30 49
154 * 1 ^^ 8.35 39
155 .257 8.40 17
156 .398 8.45 31
157 .548 8.50 21
158 .704 8.55 23
159 .838 8.60 13
160 .936 8.65 9
161 .997 8.70 19
162 1.021 8.75 11
163 1 .016 8.80 23
164 .975 8.85 15
165 .906 8.90 17
166 .812 8.95 15
167 .679 9.00 11
168 .542 9.05 23
169 .383 9.10 21
170 .221 9.15 Y7
171 .043 9.20 4 V
172 -.213 9.25 39
173 -.396 9.30 19
174 -.500 9.35 23
175 -.548 9.40
o.=-
176 -.544 9.45 19
177 -.529 9.50 21
178 -.529 9.55 17
179 -.541 9.60 19
180 -.557 9.65 11
181 -.577 9.70 21
182 -.602 9 . 75 19
183 -.631 9.80 17
184 -.662 9.85 23
185 -.676 9.90 13
186 -.657 9.95 27
187 -.603 10.00 15
188 -.517 10.05 17
189 -.412 1 0.10 21
190 -.303 10.15 23
191 -.191 J 0.20 29
192 -.074 10.25 25
193 .046 10.30 29
194 .170 10.35 29
195 .295 10.40 29
196 422 1.0.45 23
197 .539 10,50 21
198 .620 10.55 13
199 .689 1.0.60 27
200 .774 1.0.65 15
Table 6. (continued)
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ERROR DOTS PER MfN
X DOT APERTURE .100%
1 -.603 10.00 15
9
-.412 10.10 21
3 -.191 10.20 29
4 .046 10.30 29
5 .295 10.40 29
6 .539 10.50 21
7 .689 10.60 27
8 .824 10.70 1.7
9 .728 10.80 25
10 .509 10.90 17
11 .311 11 .00 31
12 ? 146 11 ?10 13
13 ? 029 11*20 49
14 -.082 11.30 49
15 -.196 11.40 17
16 -.313 11 .50 23
17 -.428 11 .60 15
18 -.544 11.70 1.9
19 -.614 11.80 1.7
20 -.592 1.1 .90 17
21 -.479 12.00 1?
22 -.351 12.10 25
23 -.096 1.2.20 29
24 .186 12.30 33
25 .386 12.40 13
26 .469 12*50 1.9
27 .456 12*60 19
28 .434 12.70 2.1
29 .406 12.80 .1.9
30 .370 12.90 17
31 .327 13.00 21
32 .247 13.10 19
33 ? 114 13.20 21
34 -?024 13.30 35
35 -.160 13.40 17
36 -.251 13.50 29
37 -.422 13.60 21
38 -?568 13.70 13
39 -?569 13.80 1.3
40 -?452 1.3.90 1.7
41 -?279 14.00 19
42 -?108 14.10 11
43 ? 025 14.20 49
44 .123 14.30 37
45 .194 14.40 27
46 .254 14.50 23
47 303 14.60 1.9
48 ? 339 .1.4.70 15
49 .369 14.80 15
50 .353 14.90 17
ERROR DOTS PER MfN
% DOT APERTURE .100%
51 .336 15.00 1.1
52 .280 1 5.10 19
53 .128 15.20 35
54 -.068 15.30 33
55 -.231 15.40 19
56 -.346 15.50 21.
57 -.403 15.60 25
58 -.383 15.70 19
59 -.336 15.80 1 1
60 -.277 15.90 21
61 -.201 16.00 19
62 -.119 16.10 21
63 -.052 16.20 33
64 .049 .1.6.30 23
65 . 1 1 7 16.40 2/
66 .156 16.50 13
6 7 .245 16.60 23
68 .352 16.70 21
69 .411 1.6.80 11
70 .388 16.90 9
71 .280 17.00 27
72 .130 17.10 21
73 -.008 17.20 49
74 -.113 17.30 25
75 -.187 17.40
9~7
76 -.232 17.50 19
77 -.259 17.60 23
78 -.278 17.70 21
79 -.262 17.80 13
80 -.2.1.1 1.7.90 23
81 -.196 18.00 21
82 -?187 18.10 25
83 -.120 18.20 17
84 -.004 1.8.30 47
85 .131 1.8.40 29
86 .235 18.50 23
87 .302 18.60 19
88 .333 18.70 17
89 .309 18.80 13
90 ? 250 18.90 13
91 ? 171 19.00 21
92 .083 19.10 3 L
93 -?001 19.20 49
94 -.086 19.30 31
95 -.116 19.40 9
96 -.139 19.50 j
97 -.170 19.60 21
93 ._ ^
'"> '-t'l 19.70 17
99 - 27^ 19.80 21
100 -.283 19.90 13
Table 6. (continued)
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ERROR DOTS PER MvN
% DOT APERTURE ? 100%
101 -.247 20.00 11
102 -.154 20.10 29
103 -.035 20.20 35
104 ? 074 20.30 25
105 .155 20.40 21
106 ? 207 20.50 25
107 ? 232 20.60 19
108 .258 20.70 25
109 .224 20*80 21
11.0 .165 20.90 25
1 1 1 .119 21.00 25
112 .089 21.10 15
113 .065 21*20 31
114 .018 21*30 49
115 -.061 21*40 23
116 -.1.51. 9 1. .50 19
117 -.219 9 1. .60 9
118 -.256 9 t. .70 23
119 -.262 9 1. *80 19
120 -.237 2 1. .90 25
121 -.162 22*00 25
122 -?101 22*10 17
123 .001 22*20 49
124 .095 22*30 27
125 .138 22*40 25
126 .138 22*50 23
127 .145 22.60 17
128 .161 22*70 1.5
129 .181 22.80 5
130 .196 22.90 1.9
131 .177 23*00 23
132 .132 23.10 21
133 .064 23.20 17
134 -.024 23.30 23
135
-
. 1 :l 5 23.40 29
136 -.155 23.50 19
137 -.207 23.60 17
138 -.236 23*70 .1.7
139 -.216 23.80 19
140 -.158 23.90 2 1
141 -?098 24.00 27
142 -.045 24*10 27
143 -.009 24*20 29
144 .018 24.30 29
145 ? 047 24.40 23
146 .093 24*50 1.1
147 .151 24.60 17
148 ? 192 24.70 21
149 .213 24.80 29
150 .185 2 4*90 19
ERROR DOTS PER M.N
% DOT APERTURE .100%
151 .160 25.00 11
152 . 1 1 1 25.10 17
153 .027 25.20 33
154 -.065 25.30 1 9
155 -.131 25.40 13
156 -.158 25.50 1.9
157 -.151 25.60 17
158 -.141 25.70 17
159 -.139 25.80 15
160 -.135 25.90 1.9
161 -.124 26*00 23
162 -.091 26. 10 17
163 -.052 26.20 31
164 .010 26.30 45
165 .059 26.40 27
166 .108 26.50
*;i 7
167 .161 26.60 17
168 .202 26.70 13




171 .103 27.00 19
172 .039 27*1.0 23
173 -.012 27.20 47
174 -.045 27.30 33
175 -.069 27.40 33
176 -.087 27*50 27
177 -.103 27.60 19
178 -.1.43 27.70 2 7
179 -.158 27.80 1.3
180 -.145 27.90 1.9
1.81 -.130 28.00 21
182 -.104 28.10 17
183 -.050 28.20 19
184 .026 28.30 45
185 .096 28.40 21
186 .1.44 28.50 19
187 .1.61 28.60 21
188 .150 28*70 1?
189 .128 28*80 21
190 .108 28*90 15
191 .082 29*00 23
192 .064 29.10 31
193 .028 29*20 31
194 -.021 29.30 35
195 -.046 29.40 25
196 -.067 29. "10 17
197 -.110 29.60 1 1
198 -. 155 29.70 2 >
199 - .175 29*80 21




















































ERROR UGTS PER MvN
X DOT APERTURE .100%
-










.097 31.00 1 :l
.080 31.10 9
.049 31.20 29
.001 31 .30 45
-.056 31.40 1 1
-
. 1 1 0 31 .50 17
-.144 31.60 13











.1.34 32.80 1. 9
.1.40 32.90 17







. i i o 33.60 15
-













ERROR nor; per M*N
% DOT APERTURE .100%
251 .077 35*00 21
252 .042 35.10 29
253 -.000 35.20 4 7
254 -.04 1 35*30 2V
255 -.061 3! i*40 I 7
256 -.070 35*50 9
257 -.076 35.60 i
258 -.081. 3'^* 70 19
259 -.089 35.80 13
260 -.103 35.90 1.3
261 -*099 36.00 21
262 -.071 36.1.0 23
263 -.033 36*20 25
264 .024 36*30 31
265 .060 36.40 1 7
266 .083 36.50 19
267 .104 36.60 2 1
268 .117 36.70 23
269 .109 36.80 :l 3
2;-fo .083 36.90 1 3
271 .049 37*00 29
272 .022 3^. 10 19
273 .01.0 37.20 4 r,
274 -.003 37.30 49
275 -.024 37*40 VI
276 -.053 37*50
277 -.078 37.60 25
278 -, 109 37.70 19
279 - * 1 1. 4 3 7.80 1 7
280 -.103 37.90 1.7
281 -.084 38.00 13
282 -.052 38*10 21
283 -.010 38.20 49
284 .035 38.30 21
285 .068 38.40 1 5
286 .080 38.50 15
287 .079 38.60 23
288 .077 38.70 21
289 .075 38.80 1. 9
290 .072 38.90 17
291 .065 39.00 25
292 ? 061 39.10 1?
293 .033 39.20 1.1
294 -.007 39.30 29
295 -.039 39.40 17
296 -.065 39.50 19
297 -.090 39*60 25
298 -.108 39.70 9
299 -.109 39.80 1?
300 -.091 39.90 17
Table 6. (continued)
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ERROR DOTS PER MfN
% DOT APERTURE .100%
301 -.057 40.00 11
302 -.020 40*10 25
303 *009 40.2.0 49
304 *023 40.30 47
305 *034 40*40 31
306 .041 40*50 1.1
307 .061 40*60 19
308 *085 40*70 21.
309 *091 40*80 1.7
31.0 .085 40.90 19
311 ? 075 41.00 25
312 .057 41.10 21
313 . 023 41.20 29
31.4 -.01.7 41.30 33
31.5 ?056 41*40 1 1.
316 -.082 41.50 15
317 -.090 41*60 15
318 -?081 41*70 27
319 -.074 41.80 1.7
32.0 -.059 41*90 25
321 -.047 42.00 27
322 -.038 42.10 19
323 -.019 42.20 31
324 .005 42.30 45
325 .026 42*40 43
326 .046 42*50 29
32.7 .069 42*60 27
328 .090 42*70 17
32.9 .099 42.80
330 *093 42*90 1.9
331 .067 43.00 21
332 ? 030 43*10 27


































ERROR DOTS PER MvN
% DOT APERTURE .100%
351 .042 45.00 15
352 .02 7 45.10 23
353 .006 45.20 31




356 -.038 45.50 27
357 -.050 45.60 17
358 -.068 45.70 21
359 -.082 45.80 19
360 -.085 45.90 1 3
361 -.069 46.00 13
362 -.041 46*10
17
363 -.007 46.20 23
364 .029 46*30 21
365 .048 46.40 1 ?
366 .057 46*50 15
367 .063 46.60 15
368 .066 46.70 15
369 .062 46.80
'--, -j
370 ? 054 46.90 13
371 .044 47.00 1.3
372 .031 47.1.0 1
7
373 .020 47.20 215
374 .005 4 7.30 47
375 -.019 47.40 11
376 -.048 47.50
/-}-7
377 -.069 47*60 17
378 -.088 47.70 17
379 -.085 47.80
11
380 -.064 47.90 15
381 -.043 48.00 15
382 -.024 48.10 17
383 -?002 48.20 47
384 .021 48.30 13




387 .046 48*60 5
388 .051 48.70 17
389 .060 48*30
'> -i
390 .069 48.70 23
391. ? 061 49.00 1.9
392 .048 49.1.0
1"
393 .01.8 49*20 *_
394 -.017 49.30 2 o
395 -.040 49*40 2.1
396 -.054 49.50 15
397 -.065 49.60 15
398 -.070 49*70
5
399 -.065 49*80 21
400 -.050 49*90 23
68
APPENDIX C
COMPUTER DATA AND GRAPHS FOR




Computer program for MAXER$
70
MAXER* SET F:101/MAXOUTfOUT
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE MAXIMUM ERROR IN % DOT AREA THAT OCCURS
WHEN A 50% CHECKERBOARD DOT PATTERN IS MEASURED OVER A ROUND
APERTURE. FOR THE SOLUTION AN EQUATION DEVELOPED BY DR. MASTf GRETAG
IS USED. THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE MAXIMUM ERROR BY SAMPLING THE










C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
COMMON MfNfD0L2fERfYYfXXfERR0RfNAPR0XfACCfL




# OF APPROXIMATIONS N'>
42 FORMAT (F11*0fT13fF1 0.0 fT24fF7.0fT33fF11.0fT45fF20.0fT66fF5.0)
43 FORMATC THE FINAL D/L SHOULD NOT BE LARGER THAN 60fTRY AGAIN')
44 FORMATC THE NUMBER OF APPROXIMATIONS SHOULD BE LESS THAN 100')






















47 FORMATC 'DOTS PER CENTER MAX.
'
fT35f 'SCREENRULING 'f
l'L/CM FOR APERTURES IN MM
'
fT78f 'SCREENRULING 'f




















WRITE 41 IS AN AID IN PLACING THE INPUT VALUES FOR
THE NEXT READ
STATEMENT AT THE PROPER POSITION WHEN USING
TIMESHARING.
EACH INPUT VALUE NEEDS A DECIMAL POINT* BUT CAN
BE PLACED
ANYWHERE UNDERNEATH ITS NAME (WRITTEN BY WRITE
41)
1 READ ( 105 f 42 > SDOL f EIDOL f ENDDOL f ACC f NAPROX t
N5
SDOL=START * OF DOTS PER APERTURE?
EIDOL=INCREMENT OF D/L
FINAL * OF DOTS PER AFERTURE?









IF ( NAPROX. EQ.0)NAPR0X*100
IF(N5.EQ.0)N5=l
WRITE( 108 f 45 ) SDOL f EIDOL f ENDDOL f ACC f
NAPROX f.[CYCLE
READ(105f49)DUMMY
_ ^TAr.T nir miTPiiT
DUMMY READ PERMITS ALIGNEMENT OF TOP OF








INCR HAVE TO BE INTEGERS TO
AVOID ROUNDING ERRORS
DO 10 N1=1f1000













































































































IF(ABS(ERROR).GT.ABS(EM>) EM*ERROR? XM=XX5 YM=YY
12 CONTINUE
11 CONTINUE








IF(ABS(ERROR),GT.ABS(EM) ) EM=ERRORf XM=XX? YM=YY
22 CONTINUE
21 CONTINUE






























































































Table 7- Output from MAXER$
73
Table 7. Data for maximum error and center error
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Appendix C continued




Screen ruling in lines per inch for aperture with diameter of 0.5 in.
















Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
50 100 150 200 250
300
Screen ruling in lines per inch for


















Screen ruling in lines per inch for aperture with diameter of 10.0 mm.
25 50 75 100 125 150
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
175
50 100 150 200
250 300
Screen ruling in lines per inch




Screen ruling in lines per inch for aperture with diameter of 8.0 mm.
25 50 75 100 125 150 175
- Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary
posi-
|::'[::j tioning of halftone immage (checker-
"Fn board dot pattern) over round measuring
":--r:: aperture. Minimum error is zero.
50 100 150 200
250 300
Screen ruling in lines per inch for























Screen ruling in lines per inch for aperture with diameter of 0.25 in.









- Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary
posi-
\^liy^T:i-V\ tioning of halftone immage (checker-
I'e
board dot pattern) over round measuring
nfc!viri^:-T:r:fcB aperture. Minimum error is zero.
50 100 150 200
Screen ruling in lines per inch for




Screen ruling in lines per inch for aperture with diameter of 6.0 mm.
25 50 75 100 125 150
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker-
il^'-'^'^W^- board dot pattern) over round measuring
^.;^.4..;...;..r;..i.:.: aperture. Minimum error is zero.
0 50 100 150 200
250 300
Screen ruling in lines per inch
for aperture with diameter of 3.0 mm.
Figure 24
92
Screen ruling in lines per inch for aperture with diameter of 5.0 mm
25 50 75 100 125 150 175
- Maximum possible error of percent dot
;!;;
area measurement due to arbitrary
posi-
':.: tioning of halftone immage (checker-
T:5;
board dot pattern) over round measuring
rffr? aperture. Minimum error is zero.
50 100 150 200 250 300 350
Screen ruling in lines per inch for aperture
with diameter of 2.5 mm.
Figure 25
93
Screen ruling in lines per inch for aperture with diameter of 4.0 mm.
25 50 75 100 125 150
Maximum possible error of percent dot
l-\ .-;.; ;..,.f,| .-; .,; ;
- area measurement due to arbitrary
posi-
: tioning of halftone immage (checker-
i '..- I. - ^^'^'W^t- board dot pattern) over round measuring
: aperture. Minimum error is zero.
175
50 100 150 200 250 300
Screen ruling in lines per inch for aperture with




Screen ruling in lines per inch for aperture with diameter of 3.0 mm.
25 50 75 100 125 150
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
50 100 150 200 250 300
Screen ruling in lines per inch for aperture




Screen ruling in lines per inch for aperture with diameter of 2.0 mm.
25 50 75 100 125 150 175
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
50 100 150 200 250 300
Screen ruling in lines per inch for aperture with




Diameter of aperture in mm. for screen ruling of 300 lines per in.
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
6.0




Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0






Diameter of aperture in mm. for screen ruling of 60 lines per in.
2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0




Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0




Diameter of aperture in mm. for screen ruling of 200 lines per in.
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
6.0





























































Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0




Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
4.0 5.0 6.0





Screen ruling in lines per cm. for aperture with diameter of 10.0 mm.
40 50 60 70
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
20 40 60 80 100
120
Screen ruling in lines per cm.







Screen ruling in lines per cm. for aperture with diameter of 8.0 mm.
10 20 30 40 50 60 70
- Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary
posi-
\ tioning of halftone immage (checker-
:
board dot pattern) over round measuring
\ aperture. Minimum error is zero.
20 40 60 80 100 120
























Screen ruling in lines per cm. for aperture with diameter of 6.0 mm.






- Maximum possible error of percent dot
';'"'
area measurement due to arbitrary
posi-
:
tioning of halftone immage (checker-
":
board dot pattern) over round measuring
4;; aperture. Minimum error is zero.
....L.L;
20 40 60 80 100 120 140
Screen ruling in lines per cm. for aperture
with diameter of 3.0 mm.
Figure 38
106
Screen ruling in lines per cm. for aperture with diameter of 5.0 mm.
10 20 30 40 50 60
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
20 40 60 80 100 120




Screen ruling in lines per cm. for aperture with diameter of 4.0 mm.
10 20 30 40 50 60
.04
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
20 40 60 80 100 120
Screen ruling in lines per cm. for aperture with





Screen ruling in lines per cm. for aperture with diameter of 3.0 mm.
10 20 30 40 50 60
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
70
20 40 60 80 100 120
Screen ruling in lines per cm. for















Screen ruling in lines per cm. for aperture with diameter of 2.0 mm.
10 20 30 40 50 60
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
20 40 60 80 100 120






























































Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring




Diameter of aperture in mm. for screen ruling of 70 lines per cm,
Figure 43
Ill
Diameter of aperture in mm. for screen ruling of 120 lines per cm.
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
i\ u
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
Diameter of aperture in mm. for screen ruling of 60 lines per cm.
Figure 44
112
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
6.0
Diameter of aperture in mm. for screen ruling of 54 lines per cm.
Figure 45
113
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0




Diameter of aperture in mm. for screen ruling of 80 lines per cm.
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
3.5
i
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
Diameter of aperture in mm. for screen ruling of 40 lines per cm.
Figure 47
115
Diameter of aperture in mm. for screen ruling of 60 lines per cm,
Maximum possible error of percent dot
area measurement due to arbitrary posi
tioning of halftone immage (checker
board dot pattern) over round measuring
aperture. Minimum error is zero.
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
Diameter of aperture in mm. for screen ruling of 30 lines per cm.
Figure 48
